


Dear Guest,

It is proud moment for Magic Planet as we are stepping towards another new season 

of its operation. We all are highly encouraged and grateful for the tremendous 

support that you have extended since its grand inauguration in 2014. As an initiative 

of The Academy of Magical Sciences, a charitable organisation working for the 

welfare of underprivileged community, on the first year we ensured rehabilitation 

hub for the neglected Indian street magicians, in the second year for the craving 

circus performers of our society and on the last year we have set up MPower Centre, 

a permanent platform for the differently abled children of our society to train and 

display their magical abilities. 

The Magic Planet was crafted with the aim to provide an overall experience that 

touches the audience on multiple levels. The sparkling architectural build ups, 

magical characters, thrilling theatre shows, world class amenities and above all 

refreshing weather conditions is something that brings about a unique experience in 

the minds of any visitor. 

The one day entertainment is designed to provide entire family members with variety 

of magical treats filled with non-stop wonders. The mind blowing zones filled with 

creativity building arenas will help children and adults to know more about the 

scientific concepts hidden behind this great art. Till date we have garnered the trust 

of thousands of people and created quality entertainment for every age group with 

all its beauty and passion. 

Once again with profound happiness and extreme delight, I extend my personal 

welcome to you on behalf of Magic Planet.

Gopinath Muthukad

Executive Director 

The Academy of Magical Sciences

Message

A non-profit organisation for the craving Indian street performers to display their skills 
which include Indian street magicians, circus artists and other related artists who faces 

extinction from the main phase of the society.

FOUNDER PATRON
Late Malayatoor Ramakrishnan
Prominent Writer and Cartoonist

FORMER PATRON
Late O.N.V Kurup
Renowned Malayalam Poet &  
Jnanpith Award Winner

PRESENT PATRON
Shri.Adoor Gopalakrishnan
Acclaimed Film Director & Dada Saheb 
Phalke Award winner

Reg. No. 92/1996 under the Cultural Scientific 
and Charitable Institutions Act 1955



Awe inspiring caverns and breathtaking 
formations will lead the young children to the 
world of magical ambience filled with wisdom 
and insight that home is the real paradise.

A bewildering visual adventure of mirrors, 
endless hallways and surprising reflections of 
optical illusions. 

Watch as the magician turns nothing into 
something right under your nose. It is the magical 
zone where the impossible always happens.

Traditional magic arena, 
where the great Indian 
rope magic is performed 
as closing ceremony.

The centre of excellence 
where the young 
magicians and research 
students can develop 
new dimensions and 
thoughts on magic.

Explore the world of balloon sculpting art. Here 
the balloon can be anything you want it to be...

Enjoy the experience of 
fooling and being fooled 
through magic.



Explore the history of magic from stone 
age to stardom. The fables, legends 
and images will fire the imagination 
of young children with the tales of 
unexplained past and present.

Magical parade where entire staffs and audience 
join hands for the final whistle with the rhythm of 
magic.

EXPERIENCE THE MAGIC AT ITS BEST...



Feel the mind blowing illusions flavoured with 
dance, music and theatrics art at its peak.

India’s first Shakespearean Theatre where drama, 
magic and literature join together at its perfect 
combination.

The magical realm where imaginations and 
ambitions of little ones are explored through 
creative task. It offers unique range of fun, creativity 
and motivational resource for the children.

Discover the colourful 
world of paper magic and 
its amazing craft.

Explore the cultural and ethnic diversity of India 
blended with traditional folk dance inspired on 
water magic

The Gate towards 
traditional Indian street 
magic featuring India 
mango tree magic, Indian 
Basket mystery, etc.

The zone of magical thrills 
that entertain and fascinate 
the audience, moreover 
unleash the expressive skill 
of magician. 



Exotic performance filled with international 
standards, the absolute sensation arena for 
young and old.

Narrow footbridge enclosed by rotating drum 
allows the audience to experience a mind 
balancing phenomenon. It helps the children to 
concentrate on their subjects and lead a tension 
free life.

COME & ENJOY THE MAGIC OF HULA HOOP...



Live performance of the renowned rare indian 
street magic feats which includes Indian mango 
tree magic, Indian rope magic, Indian basket 
magic, etc.

Magical hub to alert the audience regarding 
various fraudulent activities happening in our 
society and thereby to pass on the secrets and 
scientific concepts behind man made miracles.

The section covers live 
interaction and vibrant 
shows with the touch 
of magic.

Registering science 
principles and 
concepts in young 
minds through the 
magical art.

World renowned Indian street magic genre 
displayed on a routine basis. 

Life inspiring performance 
by differently abled children



UNICEF HUB INAUGURATION BY HONOURABLE CHIEF MINISTER OF KERALA SHRI. PINARAYI VIJAYAN

A complete rehabilitation hub for the neglected Indian street performers  
to earn their livelihood which includes the food, education and other necessities for their mere existence

EMINENT FACES  FROM DIVERSE WALKS OF  LIFE...


